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About Direct Line

Why choose Panasonic?

• Founded in 1918 Panasonic is today a Global  
 Fortune 100 company, a Top 100 Global brand

• Global leader in electronics and communication  
 technologies

• Over 25 years manufacturing European voice  
 communications

• Innovation second to none – Panasonic is the  
 world leader in new product patents

• UK market leader in small to medium telephone  
 systems for over 10 years 

• UK based Head Office in Bracknell keeps   
 Panasonic closer to UK customers and   
 helps us better appreciate your requirements

• A real ECO company - environmentally friendly  
 products and strategies reducing emissions and  
 environmental impact

• Investment protection - existing customers benefit  
 from reusing equipment within new solutions

Starting up, relocating or updating your business is a concern no matter what expertise you may have on hand. The 
important thing is to ensure that you have the right help. It is crucial that you work with people who understand your 
business problems and not someone who is concerned only about the value of the order.

That is why Direct Line Communications prides itself with being able to advise your business with a broad portfolio 
of products and a wealth of experience.

We pride ourselves at being able to find the most effective and economic solution to your business problems as well 
as being able to provide you with enhanced communication packages to solve your business needs.

With the capability to provide complete communications solutions, from cabling, data networks, local and wide area 
networks, MPLS, telephone systems and mobile solutions, we are able to offer a truly one stop solution to all your 
communications needs.

Our experience has given us expertise in telecommunications for a whole range of businesses. Whether it is a large 
call centre, or a small office, our team will help you realise the efficiencies that improved systems and equipment will 
give you.
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Why choose the NS Series?

xxxxx

The Panasonic NS series is made up of the NS700 
and NS1000 telephone systems, each designed to 
offer a tailor made communications solution for any 
organisation.
 
From 4 – 1000 users the NS series can operate as either 
a single or multiple site solution and will grow with your 
business.
 
The NS700 is a hybrid system that allows you to choose 
analogue digital or IP technology, while the larger 
NS1000 is designed as a full IP based system.

Whether you choose NS700 or NS1000 will be decided 
by what your business wishes to achieve and the total 
number of sites or users you need to connect.
 
Whatever your requirements the Panasonic NS series 
offer a comprehensive and flexible communications 
platform for any organisation.

Key Features:

• Robust and reliable design

• Scalable to your requirements

• Feature rich systems

• Easy to use handsets

• Tailored applications: Mobile twinning,  
 voicemail to email, call recording, remote  
 workers, call analysis.

Expandable from 4  
to 1000 users
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Solutions for anyone, anywhere

Around The Office
Fully integrated cordless solutions offer users the ability 
to roam around the office without losing business 
telephony features.

The Remote Office
Multiple locations can communicate with each other as 
one – centralise operators, messaging  
and reporting.

From Home
IP technologies now mean users can work from phones 
at home as if they were in the office and easily switch 
between locations as and when required.

From Anywhere
A range of mobile solutions can be used to enable 
business communications through smart phones, 
standard mobiles or even home phone lines.

Health Care
• Cordless solutions integrated with alarm systems

Hospitality
• Built in hotel management facilities
• Basic billing and reporting as standard
• Optional full featured Front of House applications

Manufacture and Logistics
• Cordless solutions to cope with heavy industry 

where dust and noise are most prevalent

Sales Office
• Built in Call Centre applications for intelligent call 

distribution
• Management and reporting tools as standard
• Optional full featured reporting and management 

applications for a totally equipped contact centre 
environment

The Panasonic NS Series solutions can be tailored to suit the needs of 
almost any customer
 
Key strengths are proven in particular case with:
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Digital Handsets (NS700 only)

DT521
• 1 Line graphical LCD with backlighting 

• 8 Freely programmable function keys 

• Speaker phone, handset and headset with two  
 way speech

DT543
• 3 Line graphical LCD with backlighting 

• 24 Freely programmable function keys 

• EHS (Electronic Hook Switch)

• Speaker phone, handset and headset with two  
 way speech

DT546
• 6 Line graphical LCD with backlighting 

• 24 Freely programmable function keys 

• EHS (Electronic Hook Switch)

• Speaker Phone, handset and headset with two  
 way speech

• Eco mode

DT590 - add on module
• 48 DSS buttons

• Connect to the DT543 & DT546 handsets

• Maximum of 4 DSS console per phone can  
 be connected

Ergonomically designed with features and functions – ensuring a superior 
level of desktop usability and comfort

Electronic Hook Switch - is a built in (Plantronics compatible) port that allows connection to the Plantronics range of 
DECT enabled headsets. This offers portability and comfort as users are able to move around freely, without being 
tied down by handsets.
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NT 553

NT 556
• 6 Line backlit LCD display

• 12 x 3 Self-labelling, flexible keys

• Plantronics EHS compatible

• Optional NT505, 48 key add on module available

• Two way hands free speech

NT 505 - add on module
• 48 DSS buttons

• Connect to the NT553 & NT556 handsets

• Maximum of 4 DSS console per phone can be  
 connected

NT 551
• 1 Line backlit LCD display

• 8 Flexible keys

• Two way hands free speech

• 3 Line backlit LCD display

• 12 x 2 Self-labelling, flexible keys

• Plantronics EHS compatible

• Optional NT505, 48 key add module available

• Two way hands free speech

IP Handsets

Combining stylish design with innovative features and applications

All NT5 series handsets are available in black or white and feature:

• Dual Gb Ethernet ports for PC connection

• Power-over-Ethernet or mains compatible

• Eco mode

• HD quality audio
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IP Handsets

NT 630
• Large LCD with backlight

• Register up to 24 flexible function keys

• Headset port

• Supported SRTP for secure communication

• Intuitive monochrome LCD screen

NT 680
• Large colour LCD with 480 x 272 pixel

• Register up to 48 flexible function keys

• Built-in Bluetooth

• Supported SRTP for secure communication

• Any image data can be displayed on LCD

The NT 680 in detail

By using the highly intuitive colour LCD screen, 
every detail is visible with colour or icons 
providing understandable information.

The KX-NT680 can 
import an image file 
to display on the LCD. 
Corporate branding or 
corporate information 
can be easily 
brought throughout 
the organisation 
by customising the 
colour LCD screen. 
During use, the 
information is visible 
at all times for the 
user to understand. 

12 Keys x 4 Pages
Offering more support for frequently used numbers, features or settings. 
By using different ‘screens’, a total of 48 key settings can be registered.
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TCA 185

• 1.8 inch colour LCD

NS Series DECT

TCA 285

• 1.8 inch colour LCD

• Built-in Bluetooth®

With the increasing need for improved service and productivity, cordless communications are fundamental to the 
performance and success of any organisation today. To support the requirements of a dynamic and mobile work 
force organisations need a managed cordless solution that helps:

• Control cost of mobile employee communications

• Improve customer service with employees that are available anytime, anywhere

• Fully compatible with Digital & IP networks

TCA 385

• 1.8 inch colour LCD

• IP65 level Ingress Protection for resistance to dust  
 and moisture

• Ruggedised surround for protection against typical  
 bumps, shocks and drops

• Built-in Bluetooth®

Tough and durable DECT handset for every environment

Slim and light DECT Handset for highly active 
environments

Professional DECT Handset for efficient performance

Handset Features
All Panasonic DECT handsets include; 

• DECT Paging broadcast – operators can   
 make loudspeaker announcements to a group  
 of DECT cordless users – ideal for emergency  
 announcements to security or care teams.

• Any DECT user can make a paging    
 announcement from the cordless handset

• Noise Reduction – for use in high noise areas  
 such as factories or warehouses, all TCA   
 DECT devices include advanced noise   
 suppression mechanisms as standard.

• 12 Flexible Keys – unique programmable   
 buttons to indicate colleague status,   
 conversation recording and a wide range of  
 features usually only available on desk   
 handsets.

• Silent/Vibration mode as standard

• Personal and system integrated phonebooks

• Two way speakerphone
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NS Series Mobile

One User: Multiple Devices

The NS Series also gives users the choice to manage multiple devices as a single user – cordless, mobile, softphone 
or multiple desk phones can be combined into a single number so wherever you are, you never miss a call.  Also 
incorporates simple “switching” methods to move calls between devices at your convenience, all from a single 
contact number.

Mobile Twinning

NS system users can also experience office system features regardless of their location by utilising mobile 
telephone devices.

• Simultaneous desk and mobile phone ringing

• Secure dial through PBX: one number presentation, central billing, reporting and recording

• Transfer back: improve customer service by transferring callers back to colleagues as simply  
 as if you were in the office

Managing calls to and from your mobile as if you were at your desk in the office means no more missed calls, ease 
of contact with colleagues and customers and an all round increase in productivity as you can achieve more whilst 
on the move.

Smartphone Integration

Utilising the power of SIP technology, NS system users can also integrate their smart phone devices as a real 
telephone extension and take advantage of reduced call costs, built in telephone system facilities such centralised 
billing, recording and reporting by simply enabling a compatible SIP client app onto their device.  Facilities include 
call waiting, hold, transfer and conference, incoming caller display plus NS supervisor recording option and 
integrated mobile phone book.
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NS Series Applications

Increase your business efficiency and productivity using the NS Series Communication 
Assistant

Panasonic Communication Assistant provides advanced yet easy to use productivity tools that allow business 
telephony to converge with computer controlled operations.

With such tools available, organisations can be nimble, 
more productive and consequently more efficient 
responsive and ultimately, more profitable.

As the demand increases for a more dynamic and 
mobile workforce, Panasonic Communication Assistant 
helps you increase your capabilities through one easy 
to use tool combining voice, e-mail, multiple messaging 
types and video.

For Operators or Receptionists

You can perform call parking and call 
transferring with simple drag-and-drop 
operations in the graphical interface. 
The large call handling display makes 
it easy to recognise and prioritise the 
most important call to take next.

For Personal Productivity

You can easily make calls by simply searching for 
a desired contact from a customisable contact list. 
It is also possible to integrate with outlook and dial 
highlighted numbers from your PC.

CA Basic Express

CA Operator Console
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Unified Messaging

Built-in Unified Messaging
Unified Messaging provides both voicemail messaging service plus auto attendant and a host of  
other powerful features to give you complete control of your business. With up to 1000 mailboxes  
as standard and expandable up to 1000 hours of storage, you’ll be sure to never miss a call.

Voicemail features and options:
• Live call screening – ideal when you’re waiting for that important call

• Missed call e-mail notification – even when callers don’t leave a message, you can be notified of the caller’s   
 number to ring back

• E-mail message delivery - voicemails delivered to your inbox

• Conversation recording to personal mailbox – on demand ad hoc recording

• Supervisor conversation recording – automatic sample recording of teams for supervisor review

• Real time position in queue - At busy times callers can be informed of their position in the queue and how   
 quickly they’ll be answered.

Automated Attendant features:
• Interview Service – ideal for 24 hour service without 24 hour staff or repetitive request such as absence   
 reporting and catalogue ordering

• VIP Service – personal greetings and options for your most important clients

Listen to voice messages using your phone or PC so you never miss another call
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Call Routing & Handling

The NS Series provides a range of call distribution facilities to manage all kinds of call handling rules and give 
extremely high quality customer service. Call distribution groups can be used for any organisation from the most 
basic requirement up to complex call centre routing and provides you with the control and flexibility to change 
dynamically, on demand.

• Group Ringing Order – choose between simultaneous ringing, best-first priority ringing and longest idle or   
 rotary ringing for fair distribution of calls to agents

• VIP Call Routing – “Jump the queue” facilities for your most important callers

• Agent Controls – Group login, wrap up, hotdesking, account code dialling

• Supervisor Controls – Group membership, silent monitoring/listening, call intrude,  
 agent connected party status

• Queue Comfort Messaging – advise waiting callers and provide breakout options - leave a message, try   
 elsewhere etc

• Position in Queue and Estimated Time to Answer – detailed guidance for waiting callers

“All our operators are busy at the moment”

“You are currently 3rd in the queue“

“You will be answered in approximately 3 minutes”

“Press 1 to leave a message on hold”

When you’re customers call,  
routing them quickly to the right 

person must be a priority.
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Software Applications

Panasonic appreciate that every call into your business is important, and any missed call is potentially lost revenue. 
With this in mind they have forged global relationships with some of the best and most imaginative business 
application developers in the industry. This means they have a full suite of software solutions designed to not only 
improve your communications efficiency, but also its profitability.

Call management packages are available 
so you can analyse how you handle your 
telephone calls and gauge your busiest 
periods, helping you ensure you have 
the correct staffing levels to cope with 
demand.
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CRM integration allows you to link your telephone 
system to your customer database to ensure business 
records are always up to date and you are always 
prepared to make the most of every call.

You can also use Presence to show the live status of 
your colleges extensions to help increase the speed of 
your organisations call handling.

Whatever your business requirement, Panasonic will 
have a software solution that can be tailored to suit your 
exact needs today and for the future.

Software Applications



Unit 1 Evans Way 
Rowleys Park 
Shotton  
Flintshire  
CH5 1QJ

Phone: 01244 819944
Email: sales@dlc.co.uk
Website: www.dlc.co.uk


